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ILIonotonic (numerical) algorithms in a partially ordered metric space are 
considered. Using a termination criterion that is appropriate to the mono- 
tonicity, one finds that consistency and local stability imply convergence. 
Applications to interval analysis are presented. The numerical di&rentiation ot 
a function is treated as an example. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 
1.1. Let N be the set of natural numbers. In the following it is assumed 
that the indices V, ZE N always attain all the values 1, 2,... . The sequence 
{n(Z)) is called a divergent index sequence, if n(l) E N for all E and if 
lim,,.= n(l) = ccj. Let S be a metric space with elements x, J, x,, , a,.(l) ,... 
and with the metric 1 s, F 1. The definition of lim,,, r s,, =-= s in S and the 
definition of continuity in S is the usual one based on the metric in S. 
1.2. DEFINITION (algorithm). The quadruple 
is called a (numerical) algorithm for each fixed 1 E N. (Sometimes the whole 
sequence of algorithms (1) is called one single algorithm.) 
ExpZanation. In the sequence of algorithms (I), the four terms have the 
following meaning 
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(a) The element x E S is the value to be computed. 
(b) The sequence {xv} = {x1 , x2 ,...} with X, E S is a (theoretical) 
approximation sequence to x with lim,,, X, = X. 
(c) The sequence {&(Z)} = {zl(Z), a,(Z),...} with i,(Z) E S is called 
perturbed approximation sequence to .v, with the perturbation parameter 1 E N 
and with lim,,, 3,(Z) = X, . 
(d) The natural number n(Z) E N is the te-rmination index, such that 
only the finite subsequences {z,(Z), f,(Z),..., Q,,(Z)} will be used in (1). 
1.3. DEFINITION (consistency). The pair (x, {xv}) with X, X, E S is called 
consistent, if 
lim x, = N. (4 “‘02 
1.4. DEFINITION (stability). Th e sequence of pairs of sequences ({x,}, 
(317JZ))h with x, , a,(Z) E S is called locally stable for I -+ 03 if 
fiz 37”(Z) = x, 
+ 
is valid for any fixed value v  E N. 
It is called globally stable, if (3) is valid uniformly for v  E N large enough. 
This means: For any real number l > 0, there exist two indices v,, = Q(E), 
I, = Z,(E) E N such that 
I x’v 1 %(l)l < E (4) 
for all indices v  2_ v,, , 1 2 lO . 
1.5. LEMMA. The sequence of pairs of sequences ({xv}, {2V(Z)})1 is globally 
stable for 1 + 03 if and only if 
for any diverging index sequence {m(Z)}. 
The proof of the lemma is left to the reader. 
Remark. Note, that in the literature the expression “stable” is used for 
what is called here “globally stable.” 
1.6. DEFINITION (convergence). The sequence of triples {x, {&y(Z)}, n(Z)] 
is called (numerically) convergent for 14 co to the value X, if 
‘;E a,(,)(z) = N. (6) 
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We will also use these notions of consistency, stability, and convergence in 
reference to algorithms. 
1.7. With these definitions, the following well-known theorem can be 
formulated (see, for example, Stummel [7], u ,h ere a bibliography is provided): 
THEOREM 1 (convergence of globally stable algorithms). For the sequence 
of algorithms (I) the follozcing holds: Consistency (2) and global stabi@? (4) 
and (5), imp@ convergence (6) for any divergent index sequence {n(l)). 
The proof follows immediately from the triangle inequality for the metric 
in S applied to (6) by using (2) and (5). 
1.8. Remarks. 
1.8.1. In the literature, the definitions for consistency, global stability, 
and convergence are often written in a somewhat different way (see, e.g., 
[2, 3, 71). By doing so, one can get the following more general theorem, which 
is aesthetically more satisfying: Consistency and global stability are necessary 
and sufficient for convergence. Since we will use only one direction in our 
convergence theorems, the (simpler) above definitions are used. 
1.8.2. In the applications of algorithms to numerical analysis, one very 
often has d,(l) E S, C 5’ for I’, 1 E N instead of just Z,(l) E S, where the sub- 
spaces S, C S are related to the perturbations one wishes to cover. \-et-y 
often, S, is that (finite (!)) subspace of S that can be represented on an 
l-digit computer. 
1.9. l’he problem. In this paper, we will replace the assumption of 
global stability by the weaker assumption of local stability-. This is important 
for algorithms derived from numerical problems, since nearly all such 
algorithms are locally stable, while many of them are not globally stable. 
One cannot hope to prove the convergence of algorithms under this weaker 
condition for all algorithms (1) with all sets (rz(l)j of termination indices. 
It has however been shown already in two previous papers (Nickel and 
Ritter [6] and Krawczyk [4]), that for certain classes of algorithms, the 
convergence is implied by consistency and (only) local stability, provided 
the termination index n(l), is defined by a corresponding termination criterion. 
In what follows, convergence will be shown in the wide class of monotonic 
algorithms with appropriate “natural” termination indices n(1). This class 
is especially well adapted to interval analysis, where S is the set of all intervals 
in a certain partially ordered space. An excellent example to this theory is 
the paper of Yohe [8]. 
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2. MONOTONIC ALGORITHMS 
2.1. Let there exist a partial ordering in the metric space S, induced by 
a binary ordering relation < with the (usual) properties: If x, y, z E S then 
X<_, implies .r fy, 
and 
.r <y, ?;<Z implies x < z. 
The abbreviation x =( y is introduced in the usual way as: .r < y or x = y. 
Let the partial ordering be compatible with the metric, i.e., assume that 
x<p<x implies max(lx,y/,/y,~I)~l~,~/. 
Furthermore, let there exist on S a continuous real mapping CJX S -+ R, 
where W denotes the field of real numbers. Let v have the two properties 
for x, y, z E S: 
and 
x < 3’ implies P)(X) < VW (7) 
implies lim s, = x. Y-m 03) 
Such a function v will be called an indicator function for the termination 
index n(Z). Examples of different spaces S with metrics, ordering relations 
and indicator functions CJJ will be given in Section 4.4 in Table I. 
2.2. DEFINITION (monotonic algorithm). An algorithm (1) is called 
(strictly) monotonic if for all V, 1 E N 
and either 
or 
2.3. Remarks. 
x 5 X” , (9) 
x, 5 Z”(Z), (10) 
%+1 < X", (11) 
x, = x. (12) 
2.3.1. By (9), the approximation sequence {x,} always approaches the 
value x of the algorithm (1) from one side. 
2.3.2. By (lo), only one sided perturbations are permitted. 
2.3.3. The approximation sequence {x,} is by (11) either always strong 
monotonic decreasing (hence, never reaching the value x), or by (12), it 
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reaches the value x after a finite number of steps. Hence, finite algorithms 
are included in the class of monotonic algorithms. Note, however, that the 
case (12) does not assure X, = ~,,+r = ... := 5, as the following counter- 
example shows: Let x < 3’ and define .~s~+r : == s, .we, : = J for p E N. Hence, 
x,,+r < x, for v  = 2~ and .v, = x for v  = 2~ + 1. Therefore, (11) is satisfied 
for even indices v  while (12) is true for all odd indices V; hence, {.v,> satisfies 
always (9) and (11) or (12), as required. 
3. CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 
3.1. THEOREM 2 (convergence of locally stable monotonic algorithms). 
Assume (2), (3), (9), (lo), (111, ~2nd (1% i.e., let the sequence of algorithms (1) 
be monotonic, consistent and locally stable. Assume the existence of an indicator 
function IJI with properties (7) and (8). Let the termination index n = n(l) have 
the following properties, where {m(l)} denotes a divergent index sequence: 
dW)) > FMm for 1 ~~~~rz- I, 
and either 
d%2(l)) 5 d%l+1(U 
01 
n(l) 2 m(1). 
Then (6) is satisfied, i.e., the sequence of algorithms (I) is convergent. 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
3.2. Remarks. 
3.2.1. The meaning of the conditions (13) and (14) is the following: 
Let k be the first index in the theoretical approximation sequence {sy} for 
which X~ = 3~; if no such index exists, take k = cc. Then (13) is always true 
for n 2 k, provided one writes s, instead of G,(1). I f  k < co, then also (14) 
is satisfied for n = k and Z”(l) replaced by x,, . Hence, (13) and (14) mean 
the following: If, due to the given perturbations, the perturbed sequence 
{d,(Z)] fails to behave like the theoretical sequence {‘ry). for a certain index 
n = n(l), then n is a natural and appropriate termination index. Note however 
that n(1) is in general not uniquely determined. 
3.2.2. Violation of conditions (13) and (14) can be used as a termination 
criterion. This gives: choose n = n(1) such that 
but 
4w) > d%+,(lh for I’ == l(1)n - 1, 
d”W)) 5 ~,(&+,V)). 
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I f  no such index exists, then n = n(l) can be chosen by (15) such that 
lim 1+x n(Z) = co. 
3.2.3. If  v(ZJI)) E M, C R for any v, 1 E N, where the subsets Ml C [w 
are finite, then there exists always a number n(Z) E N such that (13) and (14) 
are satisfied. In this case, no sequence {m(Z)} has to be considered. In practical 
cases this will always be true, since n/r, is then the finite set of (floating point) 
machine numbers of a given computer, on which the indicator function v  is 
numerically evaluated. 
3.3. Assume that (I) is a monotonic algorithm and that X, # x for all 
v  E N. Then by (9) and (11) .r < ... < x,+~ < x, . In the definition of a 
monotonic algorithm there is, however, no assumption made about the 
monotonicity of the perturbed sequence {j&(l)}. Hence, there may be some 
index p for which ZU(,(l) 5 iU+l(Z). Therefore, either if S is a totally ordered 
space or if at least all elements of the sequence (S,(1)} are comparable to 
each other one can get a “better” perturbed approximation sequence {YJZ)] 
by defining 
3#) := 2,(I); 
for v  = 1, 2,.... 
This new sequence (3;“(l)} then obviously has the property 
We assume now that {dy(l)} has the property (17) (for example by redefining 
{Z”(Z)} by (16), if possible). Then a theorem similar to Theorem 2 is true, 
where the use of the indicator function v  can be avoided. Instead of the 
properties (13) to (15) which have to be checked in R, one gets similar 
properties about order relations in S for the sequence {n(Z)}. It may sometimes 
be simpler to work completely in S and to avoid the space R or the sets 
111, c R. 
3.4. THEOREM 3 (convergence of locally stable monotonic algorithms). 
Assume (2), (3), (9), (lo), (1 I), and (12) i.e., let the sequence of algorithms (1) 
be monotonic, consistent and locally stable and let 
Let the termination index n = n(l) have the following properties, where {m(l)} 
denotes a divergent index sequence: 
Z,(Z) < S,(E), for 1 5 v  5 n - I, 
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and either 
or 
Then (6) is satisfied, i.e., the sequence of algorithms (1) is concergent. 
3.5. Theorem 3 follows immediately from Theorem 2, if there exists an 
indicator function v  on S. If  this is not the case, Theorem 3 can be proven 
in a manner similar to the proof of Theorem 2. A proof, therefore, will not 
be given here. Note also that some of the remarks following Theorem 3 
apply equally to Theorem 3. 
3.6. Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is given in three steps. 
(-4) Suppose there exists a number k E N such that 
%,I < .T” 7 for v  = I(l)/2 -- 1. 
It will then be shown that there exists a number IE N such that 
(18) 
n(l) 2 k, for all I 2 1. (19) 
Suppose there is no i E N such that (19) is satisfied. Thus, there exists a 
subsequence (Z,) L N such that n(l,) < k for p = I, 2,... . Let 
By (18) and (7), d > 0. By (3), lim,,, i,(l) = s,, for Y E kg, hence, by the 
continuity of v, we also have lim,_., ~(&(1)) = q(.xV). Therefore, there exists 
a number 1” E {I,} such that 
By (15), and since lim,,, m(l) = w the termination index n(Z) satisfies (14) 
if I is large enough. Suppose I* E {I ,j, to be chosen so large that n* := n(l*) 
satisfies (14). By assumption, n* < K. Hence, for I = I* the following chain 
of inequalities follows from (14), (lo), (7), (20). and (21): 
and this contradiction proves (19). 
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(B) Suppose that there exists a number K E N such that xk = X. 
Without loss of generality, let k be the smallest such number. By (11) and 
(WY JC,+~ < X, for Y = l( 1)K - 1. Hence, (18) is true, which implies (19) 
by part (A) of the proof. By (19) and (13) 
for all 1 2 1. 
By (4), lim rem &(Z) = xk = X. Hence, by the continuity of ‘p and by (7) it 
follows that 
On the other hand, by (7), (9), and (lo), 
9)(x) 2 4%) 5 cp(%,(0)~ forall v,lEN, 
hence, 
94x) 5 cp@“,d~))~ for all IE N. 
Therefore, the following limit exists and has the value 
fi% P&(dU = P(X)* 
By the property (8) of 9, this implies (6), which is the desired equation. 
(C) Suppose there exists no number k E N such that xk = x. Then, 
by (11) and (1% xvtl < .rV holds for all v  E N. By part (A) of the proof then 
$2 n(l) = al. + (22) 
Suppose (6) is not satisfied. Then by (8), lim,,, C&?,(~)(I)) # v(x). Then 
there is a real number E > 0 and a subsequence {l,) C N such that 
for p = 1, 2,.... (23) 
By (2) and the continuity of q, there is a number K E N such that 
&%) - P)(x) 5 42. 
By (3), there exists a number IE N such that 
(24) 
d%(4) < V(Xk:> + 4, for all 1 2 1. (25) 
By (22), there exists a number i E {j,,} with i 2 1 such that n(i) > K. Hence, 
by (13) 
d%df)@)) < d%44). (26) 
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Hence, for I = E  ^the following chain of inequalities follows from (23), (26), 
(259, and (24): 
and this contradiction iroves (6). Since (B) and (c’) cover every possibility, 
this proves Theorem 2 completely. 
4. ESTENSIONS, EXAMPLES, AND APPLICATION TO INTERVAL ANALYSIS 
4.1. Ihtension from S to 3. Let .O, 3”“’ E 5’ for i = l( 1)k. Let S”~ be 
defined as the set of all vectors .Y :== (.P, .G),..., .G’)) with .r == ?’ if .v”J = J’” 
for i = I (1)k. Then 
1 s, y  1 : = max .PJ, )aci) (27) 
l<i<:l, 
extends the metric from S to Sk. Let dlC {I, 2,..., kj-. Define the partial 
ordering in Sk componentwise by 
(For some indices, but never for all, the relation < map even be replaced 
by 5.) This induces a partial ordering on 9’. Hence, the three theorems 
also apply to the space Sk (Theorem 2 only if an indicator function q(s) 
for s E 9; can be found). 
4.2. Intervals on S. Intervals are special vectors in 9. Let x, .FE S with 
x 5 .v. Then the pair A’ := [x, X] is called an interval in S. An interval S 
is normally regarded as a representation of the set {.r E S / x 2 .Y 5 .FlpJ. The 
set of all intervals X in S is denoted by O(S). The “degenerate” interval 
[.Y, ~1 is identified with .Y, hence, S C O(S). Let -Y, 1. E O(S) with X = [x, .v], 
1. = [y, f], and S = I’ if x = y  and .F =: ?I. The metric (27) in SL reduces 
in U(S) to 
s, 1’~ := max(’ x, y  I, / S. y  ‘). 
which is an extension of the metric in S C O(S). The “natural” partial 
ordering in O(S) is XC I’-. This is a particular form of the partial ordering 
(28) in .S” and is defined as 
SC I-, if A- f  I- and y  5 x, s 5 .i;. (39) 
Hence, Theorem 3 can be applied to O(S) instead of S. 
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I f  
lx,vI+ 13’,“l=lx,4, for x 5 J 5 z, (30) 
then one can define in O(S) 
y(X) := /x,*1/. 
This gives for X c Y 
I x’, I’ I s dY) - d-9 
Therefore, (7) and (8) are satisfied, hence, v  is an indicator function. In 
this case also, Theorem 2 can be applied to U(S) instead of S. The property 
(30) is satisfied for example for the spaces R, W, CIO, l] with the metrics 
given in Table I in Section 4.4. 
4.3. Remark. An arbitrary algorithm in a partially ordered metric space S 
is in general not monotonic, as can be seen by numerous examples from 
numerical analysis. Therefore, in an arbitrary space S the above Theorems 2 
and 3 can be applied only to the (small) class of monotonic algorithms. It is 
very important to notice, however, that for interval spaces U(S) the 
monotonicity is the most important property of an algorithm, and that 
nonmonotonic algorithms are almost never interesting in applications. There 
are two reasons for this: 
(a) Intervals in a space S are normally introduced because one wants 
to approximate the unknown value x E S of the algorithm by lower and 
upper bounds %,,(I) 2 x, 5 x 5 yV 5 $(I). By putting them together to 
form intervals XV(E) : = [g(Z), 5(Z)] and XV : = [x,, , ~“1, one has x E XV C XV(Z) 
and the result of Theorems 2 and 3 becomes lim,,, 8,,,,(Z) = s. In this 
case it obviously does not make much sense to look for intervals for which 
x $X, or x $ XV(Z). H ence, monotonic algorithms are (for the above defini- 
tion (29) of a partial ordering) the only useful algorithms in such cases. 
(b) Sometimes, it is numerically interesting to compute an interval 
X E U(S). In this case one obviously looks for two sequences of interval 
algorithms, which approximate X both “from the outside” and “from the 
inside.” This means that sequences Y, , p”(Z) and 2, , z”(Z) E O(S) will be 
used such that 
F”(Z) c 1; c x c 2” c Z”(Z), 
for all Y, Z E N and that the following property holds with the termination 
indices m(Z) and n(Z): 
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Hence, in this case also, the only useful algorithms are monotonic algorithms. 
It may be noted that case (b) reduces to case (a) if one uses the new space 
wm 
4.4. EXA~~PLES. Some special spaces S are recorded in the following 
Table I together with examples for metrics, ordering relations, and indicator 
functions. The following (usual) notations are used: R is the field of real 
numbers, W is the k-dimensional vector space over R where k E N and 
MC (1, 2,..., k). O(s) is the set of intervals over S. CIO, l] is the set of func- 
tions x(t), continuous on 0 5 t 2 1. The remark “(30)” means that for the 
metric given we always have 
Similarly the remarks “(31)” and “(32)” refer to 
implies I x, 3’ I = F(Y) - +-), (31) 
implies I .r,y ’ 5 9)(y) - q+“). (32) 
In this table, “X <I” is meant always in the sense of the ordering of real 
numbers, where I . 1 denotes the absolute value in R. 
5. NunrERrcAL DIFFERENTIATION AS 4 SIMPLE EXAMPLE 
5. I. It is generally agreed, that “numerical differentiation is not a stable 
process and should in general be avoided.” The following simple example 
shows, however, that with the above theory of local stability, convergent 
algorithms for numerical differentiation can be easily established. 
Let f(t) be twice continuously differentiable in 0 5 t 5 1. For a given 
algorithm that computes the value of f(t) for any t E [0, I], an algorithm 
is wanted for the evaluation of x : = j’(0). By the Taylor theorem. one gets 
the identity 
x := f’(0) = (f(h) -f(O))//? - l$“([)/2, 
for any 0 < h 5 1 with 6 = t(h) E [0, h]. Hence, for a sequence {h,) with 
0 < h,, 5 I and lim,,, h, + 0, one gets the approximation sequence {.r,) with 
x 1’ : = (f(k) - fKwJ” t for 1’E N. 
Since f”(t) is bounded on [0, 11, clearly, lim ,,+T x,, = X, hence, the pair .Y, 
(.Xy> is consistent. 
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Assume a set of computers with the “wordlength” 1 E N and let -41, be 
the set of machine numbers in R. For the following, it is not necessary to 
define exactly the meaning of wordlength nor do we need any knowledge 
about the general structure of Ml . The reader may, for example, think of 
a set of hypothetical decimal computers with (floating point) numbers 
consisting of a mantissa of 1 decimal digits and with an integer number as 
exponent. Let 1,(Z) E M, be the computer approximations to the values of 
-2; (in J,(1) are contained: the results of computer approximationsj(t, 1) E Ad, 
to f(t) for any t E Ml, computer approximations h,(l) E M, to h, and com- 
puter arithmetic operators Y and T instead of - and +). Assume 
f’: Z”(I) = s,. ) foranyl,EN, 
hence, the pair {.vy}, (2JZ)) is assumed to be locally stable. This will be true 
for any reasonable software package of today’s computers that simulates 
multiple precision arithmetic and for any reasonable function f(t). 
However, it can not be assumed that (x,}, (iV(I)} is globally stable, since 
in general, lim,,, i,(Z) may not exist, or if existent, may fail to converge to 
s for 1+ co. -4 simple example of this is f(t) : = 1 + t in a computer where 
rounding is performed by truncation. Then there exists a vu = v,,(l) such 
thatf(h,) = 1 for all v  2 11” . Hence, &(I) = 0 for all v  2 I, while s = I. 
Therefore, Theorem 1 cannot be applied, since lim,,, .C,u,(1) - s for some 
divergent index series {tz(E)). 
If, however, the above algorithm is monotonic and if the termination 
index n(l) is chosen correctly, then convergence can still be obtained: 
5.2. Real computation. Assume in addition that f”(t) > 0 in 0 2 t 5 I. 
Then obviously, s, :- xvtl :> X, hence, (9) and (11) are satisfied. To satisfy 
(lo), we assume that any rounding during the computation of I,,(I) is per- 
formed in such a way that 3,,(Z) is too large, i.e., so that g,(1) 2 9, for all Y, 
2 E N. Hence, Theorem 2 can be applied with S : = R and p(y) : -.= J for 
_\’ E R. This gives a convergent sequence {.C,,,,(l)}, provided the termination 
index n(Z) is chosen according to (13), (14) and (15). 
5.3. Numerical example. Let f(t) := 2’ with f’(0) = In 2 and f”(t) = 
(In 2)2 2f > 0 on [0, 11. Let h,, := 2r--“. The app roximation sequence becomes 
(x,,} with 
.y, : = p-1(21/Z”-’ - I), for 1.E N. (33) 
In the computation of X, from (33), repeated computation of square roots 
are the only “higher” arithmetic operations. On first sight it seems, therefore, 
to be a “good” formula for the computation of In 2. However, it is (globally) 
numerically unstable, since the first factor 2-l + CD, while the second 
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factor (21/a”-’ - 1) ---f 0 for Y --+ co. But nevertheless, by approximating X, 
by S(Z) 2 X, from above and by stopping at n(l) as soon as Z”(1) 5 &+r(l) 
for the first time, one gets a convergent numerical sequence Q,,(l) from 
Theorem 2. In the following Table II, numerical results are given. A (simu- 
TABLE II 
Numerical Examples” 
Rounding scheme Ib Rounding scheme II” 
1 3 0.8 1 1.0 
2 5 0.71 3 0.80 
3 10 0.694 5 0.720 
4 12 0.6933 6 0.7040 
5 16 0.69316 8 0.69632 
6 20 0.693148 9 0.694272 
7 22 0.6931473 11 0.6934528 
8 26 0.69314719 13 0.69324800 
9 29 0.693147182 15 0.693174272 
10 32 0.6931471807 17 0.6931546112 
I1 36 0.69314718057 18 0.69315067904 
12 39 0.693147180561 19 0.693148581888 
13 43 0.6931471805600 21 0.6931475333120 
a Computation of X, : = pI(p-~ ~~ 1) for Y E lW. Z,(l) is an approximation to X, 
by rounding up to I decimal digits after the decimal point. The termination index n(l) 
is taken from (13) and (14) for ~(31) = y. The two rounding schemes I and II are 
explained in the text. Note that .u,,c,,(l) + s = In 2 = 0.693 147 180 5599. . . . 
* Italic digits are valid. 
lated) decimal computation with 1 decimal digits after the decimal point 
was used. Two different rounding schemes were compared: In scheme I, 
Z”(Z) was obtained from a (sufficiently accurate) value of X, by rounding up 
to I decimal digits after the decimal point. In scheme II, S”(1) was computed 
on a (simulated) l-digit decimal computer, where everything was rounded 
(in the correct direction) to I digits after the decimal point. 
As can be expected, the realistic rounding scheme II gives very poor 
results due to the fact that the sequence (33) is globally unstable. It can be 
shown that the scheme II gives asymptotically 42 valid digits. 
However, one can rewrite (33) in such a way that it is globally stable. One 
such redefinition is 
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5.4. Interval computation. Instead of the restricting assumptionf”(t) > 0, 
it is now only assumed that an interval U E O(R) is known such thatf”(t) E 2U 
for all 0 :< f  .< 1. For any sequence {hy} with 0 < h, < 1 and lirn”+= A, == 0, 
we define the intervals 
x1 :=f(l) -f(O) - I!; 
-x-“-1 :- A-,, n {(f(h,.) -f(o))/hL, - h,,L-), for 1’ = 1, 2,... . 
Then obviously; 
s E Xvtl c A-, and lim 5, : s. 
“7% 
TVe define now x,,(l) as the evaluation of .YV on an I-digit computer, where 
proper rounding “to the outside” is performed according to rounded interval 
arithmetic (see Moore [5]). Then X,, C &(I) C lrU-l(l). 1Ve assume 
‘,‘l;t 2”(f) = ‘Y” ) for r*E N. (34 4 
This will be true for a reasonable software package containing multiple 
precision interval arithmetic and for a reasonable functionf(t). I f  the set of 
computer numbers is finite, as it will be in any real computer, there will be 
a first index n = n(l) such that x,,+,(Z) = s,(I). The convergence 
lim,,, -r,,,,(1) -= x is then shown by Theorem 3. 
5.5. Triplex-dLGOL 60 program. The following program, written in 
the modern computer language Triplex-ALGOL 60 (see [I]), will run on 
any computer for which a compiler is available. It stops after a finite number 
of steps and produces then a final interval lv,(l,(l) 3 .T = j’(0). By Theorem 3. 
numerical convergence is guaranteed. The program is supposed to be self 
esplanatory. 
triplex procedure f  prime (f, u); 
value u; 
triplex N; 
triplex procedure f ,  intsct; 
begin real h; 
triplex th, 3, s old; 
lr : _ 1 ; 
s :-.f(l) -f(O) - u; 
label: h : = h/2; 
t/z :== compose (h, 12, /I); 
.Y old : -= x; 
.I’ : : intsct (x old, (f(h) -f(O))/th -- tk :’ u); 
if .Y - s old then goto label; 
fP rime := s 
end : 
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In this program, a subroutine intsct(x, y) is used that gives the intersection 
x n y of two intervals x and y with common points. For example the fol- 
lowing procedure can be used to do this job: 
triplex procedure intsct(.r, y): 
value 3, y; 
triplex x, y; 
begin real a, b, c, d; 
c := inf(x); 
d := S(y); 
a:=ifc>dthencelsed; 
c := sup(x); 
d := sup(y); 
b:=ifc>dthendelsec; 
intsct := compose (a, (a + b)/2, b) 
end; 
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